ADDENDUM # 1

From:

Lena Butler, Purchasing Supervisor

To:

All Bidders

Project:

RFP – Laboratory Information System

Date:

January 10, 2019

This addendum is related to the County’s Request for Bids “RFB- ACTIVE SHOOTER
KITS” and is hereby made a part of said Request for Qualification to the same extent as
though it were originally therein.
Questions Received:
1. I wanted to ask if there were any special details on the OD Green Plate Carriers that are
required in this Bid? The Technical Specification does not state much and I would rather
ask then assume.
Carrier: OD Green with Molle Webbing and 3” Velcro Strip for attachment of name
label with “SHERIFF” in 2” inch white letters front and back.
2. Is the last awarded price available?
Plate Carrier
$80
Stand Alone Steel Level lll+ Plate $91.50
Spall Case Cover
$48
3. Is this a one-time delivery order?
This is a One-time delivery order
4. Could you elaborate on the "Spalling Cover"? Are you referring to a Coating on the Plate to reduce
Spall or an actual Cover or Sleeve for the plate to be inserted into to reduce spall?
We are looking at a separate Spalling cover.
5. Is the carrier to be slick with no mollie webbing or with?
6. The side cummerbund, do you want a full cummerbund with Velcro, or single strap with clips?
7. What type of plate carrier is the sheriff office looking to purchase, the law enforcement or
military style?
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See picture for answer to questions 5, 6, and 7.

8. Can you accept imported goods from China?
We don’t have any prohibitions on China imports. We will be looking at the quality of the
goods.
The previous answer is being modified. The department has informed me of the following:
They are aware of ITAR export restrictions on vests, but not on import. They would probably shy
away because of the following:
1. Department of Justice (DOJ) testing criteria that all mfg. in the US adhere to for testing of
ballistic vest.
2. Warranty and repairs problems.
So they would have a problem if the vests have not been tested in the US.
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